
● There are different types of clues, some very simple    
 and some a bit more cryptic. 

● If you would like a simpler hunt for younger   
 children, try answering only the shaded questions  
 marked with an asterisk (*). 

● Any clue which does not directly ask a question is  
 indicating the name of a shop. 

● The quiz starts and finishes at Avenue Primary  
 School, Lytton Road entrance.

● Answer sheet can be found at avenue.org.uk under  
 What’s on -> Events -> Easter Scavenger Hunt  
 Questions and Answers. Or scan QR here:

Team Name: ______________________________________________________________

Welcome to the Avenue Community Church Easter Egg Hunt and Quiz! 

Clarendon Park Road 
1. This shop has inkredible fortune. Lucky 13 Tattoo
2. *Where would you find “curios”? Ellerington Fine Art
3. What are Gardale, Alicia and Florence? Villas (½ point for ‘houses’)
4. *In which shop’s window can you find a king, a captain, and a cornish pasty?   

 Knighton Supermarket
5. Where does Myrtle live? 183/185 (full point for either or both)
6. *How many jogging stick figures can you see? 10 (½ point for ‘6’)
7. *What colour is Emma’s hair? Red/Pink (full point for either or both)
8. LETT First4 Lettings
9. Where would a rodent go to see the ocean? Ratcliffe Terrace
10. In which ancient window would you find Budapest, Marseilles and Vienna?   

 Grecos Antiques
11. *Look out for a smartly dressed fish. Northern Cobbler
12. *How many windows does Madeleine’s front have? 12
13. *What would you find between beauty and bliss? Mittons Ltd 
14. *It has white pillars and gold ornaments; what colour is the flag? White & Gold
15. What shape is the spire? Octagon
16. On the L.C.C.C., how many lines does the middle character have? 2

Route map



Mystery Road A 
17. Which way would Kanye tell you to go? West Avenue
18. Wherefore art thou, road-eo? (Don’t take this direction, next clue  

   is nearby) Montague Road 
19. *What colour is the statue’s hat? (Still don’t take this direction) Red/Brown (full  

 point for either) 

Mystery Road B 
20. Unscramble ICE COAL RAID. Cecilia Road
21. *Along this road, how many white doves can you see? 4
22. Two more ladies can be found on this road: K and B.  

   What are their names? Kimberley, Bella (½ point each) 

Queens Road (towards the school) 
23. If it’s not “lock east”, it must be… Keywest
24. *This place is painted like the seaside. Babelas
25. Whose malevolent menu isn’t in Kansas any more? Wicked
26. *How many “years of support” are being celebrated? 70
27. *Look out for a sea-faring symbol. Port & Nata (accept ‘anchor’)
28. *How many stripes are in H.K.’s logo? 6
29. *It may be Easter, but these two neighbouring shops are painted like    

      Christmas. Costa & Subway
30. Bow and quiver, steak and liver. Archer & Son Butcher
31. *What colours are the falling leaves in the window? Red, Orange, Yellow/Green  

 (require both R&O, plus at least one of Y/G) 
32. What runs, but never moves; leaks, but is never empty; gets hot, but  

          never dry? (Queen’s Road) Tap
33. *Look out for a big fluffy friend. Blue Gorilla
34. Whose four letters make a good quartet? NOVO Barbershop
35. *What can you buy at the shop which is “making memories”? Cake (& Coffee) 

(also accept ‘Cake Origin’) 
36. *How many times does the garage’s name appear in its phone number? 2

Clarendon Park Road 
37. Even dough they’re small, they still serve lots of crustomers. Tiny Bakery
38. This would be the perfect street for an optician. Seymour Road
39. *How many mannequins can you see in the window display? 3
40. You can borrow from me; how old am I? 127 years
41. Where can you spin without getting dizzy, and tumble without  

   getting hurt? Clarendon Laundry 
42. *How many red doors can you see between the last clue and the next? 1
43. *How many segments in the big front window of G.A.D.G., including  

    the arch? 10

Lytton Road 
44. This arctic-dweller might be related to the fluffy friend. Eskimo Blue
45. Find each time you’ve counted windows or window segments. Multiply together  

    those numbers. What is the name of the cottage with this number? 
    Lytton Cottage


